Abstract. This paper revisits the Inflationary scenario within the framework of scalar field models possessing a non-canonical kinetic term. We obtain closed form solutions for all essential quantities associated with chaotic inflation including slow roll parameters, scalar and tensor power spectra, spectral indices, the tensor-to-scalar ratio, etc. We also examine the Hamilton-Jacobi equation and demonstrate the existence of an inflationary attractor. Our results highlight the fact that non-canonical scalars can significantly improve the viability of inflationary models. They accomplish this by decreasing the tensor-to-scalar ratio while simultaneously increasing the value of the scalar spectral index, thereby redeeming models which are incompatible with the cosmic microwave background (CMB) in their canonical version. For instance, the non-canonical version of the chaotic inflationary potential, V (φ) ∼ λφ 4 , is found to agree with observations for values of λ as large as unity ! The exponential potential can also provide a reasonable fit to CMB observations. A central result of this paper is that steep potentials (such as V ∝ φ −n ) usually associated with dark energy, can drive inflation in the non-canonical setting. Interestingly, non-canonical scalars violate the consistency relation r = −8n T , which emerges as a smoking gun test for this class of models.
Introduction
Since its inception over three decades ago [1] the inflationary paradigm has moved to the center stage of modern cosmology. The amelioration of the horizon and flatness problems -a generic feature of the inflationary mechanism -was spectacularly confirmed by cosmic microwave background (CMB) experiments of the 1990's. The other important prediction of inflation -that of a near scale invariant perturbation spectral index [2] has also found convincing support in recent CMB measurements [3] . Yet other important consequences of the inflationary scenario, such as the presence of a relic gravity wave background and possible departures from non-Gaussianity, will be tested by current and future probes of the CMB including the PLANCK surveyor, QUaD, BICEP2, SPIDER, CMBpol, etc.
Despite its remarkable successes the inflationary scenario has, on occasion, been described as a paradigm in search of a model [4] . While models of inflation abound in the literature [5, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , the simplest inflationary potential described by the quartic self-interaction λφ 4 runs into trouble with the CMB. The problems with this potential are two fold: (i) its prediction of tensor fluctuations (gravity waves) are too large and appear to conflict with current bounds on the tensor-to-scalar ratio. (ii) The value of the dimensionless constant, λ, inferred from CMB observations is anomalously small, λ ∼ 10 −13 , much smaller for instance than the coupling constant of the Higgs boson [22] (λ ∼ 0.1).
Perhaps the simplest generalization of the inflationary scenario involves extending the inflationary Lagrangian to accommodate non-canonical kinetic terms. It is well known that the equations of motion remain second order, which is an attractive feature of this class of models. Furthermore, as we demonstrate in this paper, the slow-roll conditions become easier to satisfy with the result that the tensor-to-scalar ratio drops considerably (relative to the canonical case). These properties of non-canonical scalars have wide reaching ramifications:
• Chaotic inflation with the λφ 4 potential satisfies current CMB constraints, and large values of λ ∼ O(1) can be accommodated by the data making this model physically appealing. (By comparison an astonishingly small value λ ∼ 10 −13 is demanded of canonical inflation by observations.)
• The exponential potential, which is in tension with observations in the canonical case, also comes into favor since its tensor-to-scalar ratio can lie within the observationally acceptable range. As a result the potential V = V 0 [cosh (λφ) − 1] which allows an exponential-type potential to oscillate becomes an interesting inflationary contender.
• Steep potentials such as V ∝ φ −n , which are commonly associated with dark energy in the canonical case, can source inflation for non-canonical fields.
• As pointed out in [24] , inflation sourced by non-canonical scalars violates the consistency relation r = −8n T , which emerges as a smoking gun for this class of models.
One might add that the purpose of the present paper is not to add yet another theoretical construct to the already burgeoning inflationary-model inventory. Instead, building on earlier work [23, 24] , we present a new dynamical framework flexible enough to accommodate within its fold different classes of inflationary models including large field models such as chaotic inflation, as well as small field models. Indeed the formulae presented in §2 are sufficiently general to allow the reader to translate a canonical inflationary model into its non-canonical counterpart, obtaining in the process important observational quantities including power spectra, the spectral indices n s , n T , the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r, etc. This paper is organized as follows. The field equations are set up in section 2 which also contains a discussion of the slow roll parameters and the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for non-canonical scalars. Inflationary models and CMB constraints on model parameters are the focus of section 3. Non-canonical scalar fields have difficulty in oscillating which could make reheating problematic in this scenario. This important drawback is both noticed and corrected in section 4. Our main conclusions are drawn in section 5.
Cosmological dynamics 2.1 Field equations
Consider a scalar field which couples minimally to gravity and for which the action has the following general form
where the Lagrangian density L(φ, X) can be an arbitrary function of the field φ and the kinetic term
Numerous functional forms of L(φ, X) have been considered in the literature, see for instance Refs. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Varying the action (2.1) with respect to φ leads to the equation of motion ∂L ∂φ
In a spatially flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe
the field φ is a function only of time i.e., φ = φ(t), hence the equation of motion (2.3) reduces to
5) The energy-momentum tensor associated with the scalar field is
In a spatially flat FRW universe
where the energy density, ρ φ , and pressure, p φ , are given by 9) and X = (φ 2 /2). The evolution of the scale factor a(t) is governed by the Friedmann equations:
10)
where ρ φ satisfies the conservation equatioṅ
Note that the equation of motion for φ in (2.5) also follows from the conservation equation (2.12). Our non-canonical scalar field model has the Lagrangian density [28, 29] 
where M has dimensions of mass while α is dimensionless. When α = 1 the Lagrangian (2.13) reduces to the usual canonical scalar field Lagrangian L(X, φ) = X − V (φ). Throughout this paper we shall assume M p = 1/ √ 8πG and work with natural units,
The energy density and pressure are obtained by substituting (2.13) into (2.8) and (2.9), we find 14) which reduces to the canonical form ρ φ = X + V , p φ = X − V when α = 1. Consequently the two Friedmann equations (2.10) and (2.11) become [29, 30 ] 16) and the following scalar field equation of motion follows from eq.(2.5)
which reduces toφ + 3 Hφ + V ′ (φ) = 0 when α = 1.
Slow roll parameters
The two slow roll parameters are defined according to convention as
Sinceä/a = 1 − ε, it follows that the universe accelerates (inflates) when ε < 1. Substituting for ρ φ and p φ from (2.14) intȯ 19) it is easy to show that the FRW equation (2.15) reduces to
As concerns the second slow roll parameter, one finds 21) and substituting (2.21) into (2.17) we obtain
It is easy to show that the slow roll conditions ε ≪ 1, |δ| ≪ 1, imply the following relations between the slow roll parameters and the inflaton potential: 24) where the parameter
plays a key role in inflationary and quintessence model building. For the canonical scalar field with α = 1 equations (2.23), (2.24) converge to the standard 'canonical' expressions
26)
Note that the slow roll assumption leads tȯ 28) where θ = +1 when V ′ (φ) > 0; θ = −1 when V ′ (φ) < 0. This equation shall prove useful when we derive an expression for the number of inflationary e-folds in the next section. Equation (2.23) can be written in a more suggestive manner as
where ε (c) V corresponds to the canonical value of ε V in (2.26). Since α > 1 it follows that the first term in the right hand side of (2.29) is smaller than unity. We therefore find that the slow roll parameter in non-canonical models can become smaller than its canonical counterpart, ie ε V < ε
We shall return to this issue in section 3, where we show that sub-Planckian values of M provide better agreement with observations for a large family of inflationary models. Another aspect of (2.29) is that inflation can be sourced by steep potentials in non-canonical models, which is discussed next.
Inflation with steep potentials
Equation (2.29) with α > 1 implies the inequality
which allows inflation to be sourced by steep potentials when V ≫ M 4 . Note that the possibility of sourcing inflation using steep potentials has earlier been discussed in the braneworld context in [8] .
Indeed, equation (2.30) bears a close similarity to the relationship between slow roll parameters in an RSII braneworld cosmology. The latter is described by the equations [6] [7] [8] 2 + V (φ) and λ b is the three dimensional brane tension. As noted by a number of authors [8] [9] [10] the motion of a canonical scalar field propagating on the braneφ
is heavily damped due to the increased value of the term 3Hφ when ρ/λ b ≫ 1 in (2.31). This causes the field to roll slower than it would in an FRW cosmology which is reflected in the value of the slow roll parameter on the brane
where ε 
It is well known that inflation can be driven by steep potentials in braneworld models [8] [9] [10] and this intriguing possibility can be realized for non-canonical scalars as well. We illustrate this for two potentials commonly associated with dark energy in the canonical case: (i) the inverse power law potential [12] V ∝ φ −n and (ii) the exponential potential [13] V ∝ (exp Mp φ − 1).
For the inverse power law potential
one finds
so that for n = 2α/(α − 1) the value of ε V does not depend upon φ ! In this case
and it is easy to see that ε V < 1 for M ≫ M and α > 1. We therefore find that the inverse power law potential, which is associated with dark energy in its canonical version, can source inflation for non-canonical fields ! From (2.35) we also find that
when φ ≪ M p and n > 2α/(α − 1). Therefore we arrive at the following interesting result: in a non-canonical setting it may be possible for the inverse power law potential (2.34) to source small field inflation provided n ≥ 2α/(α − 1) and M ≫ M.
For the exponential potential
which rules out canonical inflation for such ultra-steep potentials.
However the non-canonical slow roll parameter (2.30) acquires the form
and one sees that ε V ≪ 1 is easily achievable for φ ≪ M p and V 0 > M 4 since the exceedingly small value of the exponential term in the RHS of (2.40) easily compensates the large value of the M p /φ term.
We therefore conclude that non-canonical models bring more diversity into inflationary model building by permitting inflation to be sourced by flat as well as steep potentials.
As in the braneworld case [9] [10] [11] , the possibility of sourcing inflation using steep potentials might allow one to construct models of Quintessential Inflation [14] based on non-canonical scalars. We shall return to this possibility in a future work.
We end this section with a cautionary note. It is formally not very meaningful to claim that a potential is steep without reference to the kinetic term. For instance, one can convert a flat potential into a steep one using a field redefinition, but then one also changes the form of the kinetic term, as illustrated in the appendix. For this reason one should exercise some care when comparing models with different kinetic terms. In our discussion above, results for the braneworld model were based on the behavior of a canonical scalar field propagating on the brane, whereas our own model is based on the non-canonical Lagrangian (2.13). (The propagation of non-canonical scalar fields on the brane has, to the best of our knowledge, not yet been studied.)
Hamilton-Jacobi equation and the Inflationary Attractor
The slow roll parameters on their own do not necessarily encapsulate the full dynamical picture of inflation. The fact that the equations of motion of the inflaton are of second order makes it possible to change initial conditions (value ofφ) so as to arrive at a different set of observational predictions for inflation [15] . Clearly in order for inflation to be a robust theory its predictions should not be unduly sensitive to initial conditions. In other words, it would be desirable if the difference between nearby trajectories were to rapidly decay during inflation. That this is indeed the case was shown in several early papers which demonstrated the existence of an inflationary attractor solution [36] .
The presence of the inflationary attractor is easiest to demonstrate using the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism [37] , and we shall adopt this method for our present analysis. The idea behind the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism is to rewrite the Friedmann equation (2.15) as an evolution equation for H(φ). For the non-canonical case this is done by noting that dH dφ
substituting for ρ φ and p φ from (2.14)) and rearranging, giveṡ
where
In the above equation overprime denotes derivative with respect to φ. It is evident from the above equation that the sign ofφ and H ′ (φ) are opposite to each other. The above equation implies 
Equation (2.44) is Hamilton-Jacobi equation corresponding to the non-canonical Lagrangian (2.13). For α = 1, f 1 (α) = 1 and (2.44) reduces to the standard HamiltonJacobi equation for the canonical scalar field, namely
The Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2.44) allows us to determine H(φ) for a given V (φ). Conversely, one can also reconstruct the potential V (φ) if have prior knowledge of H(φ). It is important to note that, for any given V (φ), each phase-space trajectoryφ(φ) can be mapped to a corresponding H(φ). This follows from the Friedmann equation (2.15) . Therefore, for a given potential V (φ), letφ(φ) andφ(φ) + δφ(φ) be two nearby phase-space trajectories corresponding to the homogeneous solutions H(φ) and H(φ) + δH(φ), respectively. Substituting these into the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2.44) and linearizing gives
which is easily solved to give
here δH(φ i ) is the value of the perturbed Hubble parameter corresponding to some initial φ i . Since, N is number of efolds counted from the end of inflation
substituting forφ from (2.42) into the above equation gives
Finally, using (2.45), (2.48) & (2.50), we find the following simple expression describing the decay of perturbations 51) and signifying an exponentially rapid approach to the inflationary attractor solution.
Remarkably our final expression (2.51) does not depend on either α or M, the two free parameters which characterize our model (2.13). Since the rate at which a nearby trajectory H(φ) + δH(φ) converges to H(φ) is independent of α and M we conclude that homogeneous perturbations in non-canonical inflationary models decay in precisely the same manner as they do for canonical scalars [37] .
Evolution of slow roll parameter
The above argument shows that two nearby phase-space trajectories, whether inflationary or not, converge, thereby ascertaining the dynamical stability of the system. However, as far as inflation is concerned, it is important to examine whether the inflationary trajectory is an attractor. To address this issue, we investigate how the slow roll parameter ε defined in Eq.(2.18) evolves as the scalar field rolls down the potential.
From the definition of the slow roll parameter (2.18) and using (2.15) and (2.16), we have
Therefore, for V (φ) > 0, the allowed range of ε is
where the lower limit corresponds to the equation of state parameter w = −1, whereas the upper bound corresponds to w = (2α − 1) −1 . Using Eqs.(2.14) and (2.52), the potential V (φ) can be expressed as
Since ε ≡ −Ḣ/H 2 , it follows that H ′ (φ) = −εH 2 /φ and therefore, Eq.(2.42) can be re-expressed asφ
(2.55) 
where ε V is the slow roll parameter defined in terms of the potential in (2.23). Note that equation (2.56) is exact and the slow roll approximation has not been used in its derivation. Using (2.56), one can investigate how the slow roll parameter ε evolves as the scalar field rolls down its potential and thereby ascertain whether the slow roll inflationary trajectory (ε ≃ ε V ) is an attractor. Let us first consider the canonical scalar field case which corresponds to setting α = 1 in (2.56) so that this equation reduces toε
where ε V is given by (2.26) for canonical inflation. Since ε always lies between 0 and 3 and H > 0 in an expanding universe, the sign ofε (at a given value of φ) is determined by the last term in the left hand side of (2.57). In other words the sign ofε depends upon the value of ε V /ε, which quantifies the departure of ε from its slow roll value ε V . * Eqn (2.57) suggests that if, for a given phase-space value {φ,φ} one finds ε > ε V , thenε < 0 so that ε is driven towards ε V . * On the other hand if ε < ε V , thenε > 0, so in this case also ε is driven towards ε V .
We therefore find that ε is always driven towards ε V so that the slow roll trajectory (ε V ≪ 1) is an attractor. It is easy to see that similar results follow from (2.56) for α = 1. The slow roll inflationary trajectory corresponds to 3M 2 p H 2 ≃ V (φ) and ε ≃ ε V . If, for a given value of φ, ε V ≪ 1, and the value ofφ is such that: * ε > ε V , then it follows from (2.56) thatε < 0 and ε is driven towards ε V . * ε < ε V , thenε > 0 is implied by (2.56), so that once more ε is driven towards ε V .
We therefore conclude that for any potential possessing a regime satisfying ε V ≪ 1, the slow roll inflationary trajectory is indeed an attractor. Consider next an inflationary potential for which the slow roll parameter in (2.56) becomes very small, ie ε V ≪ 1. The worst case scenario for inflation is clearly when the kinetic term is very large (φ 2 ≫ V ) so that ε ∼ 1 and ε ≫ ε V . It is easy to see that in this case (2.56) can be approximated aṡ
which has the solution
where a ⋆ is a constant of integration. From (2.59) it follows that as the universe expands (a > a ⋆ ) the slow roll parameter ε decays as ε ∝ a −6α/(2α−1) and soon approaches ε V , signalling the advent of slow-roll and w ≃ −1.
Scalar and tensor power spectra
Linearized scalar and tensor perturbations within the spatially flat FRW context are described by the line element [38] [39] [40] 
where A, B, ψ and E describe the scalar degree of metric perturbations while h ij are tensor perturbations. We consider only scalar and tensor perturbations since it is well known that scalar fields do not lead to vector perturbations. The curvature perturbation R on the uniform field slicing is defined as a gauge invariant combination of the metric perturbation ψ and scalar field perturbation δφ, namely 
and z is given by
Rewriting (2.61) in terms of the Mukhanov-Sasaki variable u k ≡ z R k , one gets
The corresponding equation governing the tensor perturbations is
where v k ≡ (h/a) and h is the amplitude of the tensor perturbation. The power spectrum of scalar curvature perturbations is defined as
while the tensor power spectrum is
Following [24] , the expression for scalar and tensor power spectrum in the slow roll limit turns out to be
and
For the Lagrangian density (2.13), the scalar power spectrum in the slow roll regime is determined from (2.68) to be
The speed of sound determined from (2.13) and (2.62) is
We therefore find that the sound speed is a constant. The focus of this paper will be on α > 1 for which c s < 1 (ie c s < c since we work with units c ≡ 1).
3 Inflationary models
Chaotic inflation
Chaotic inflation is usually associated with power law potentials
In what follows we shall obtain an expression for φ(N), with N being the number of inflationary e-folds to the end of inflation. Inflation ends when slow-roll parameters grow and approach the value of unity. Substituting ε V = 1 in (2.23) we obtain the following expression for the value of the scalar field when inflation ends
3)
The number of e-folds to the end of inflation is
Substituting forφ from (2.28) and for φ e from (3.2) we obtain the following simple expression
where 6) which reduces to the standard result
We now use the results of the preceding section to determine spectral indices for scalar and tensor perturbations. Substituting (3.1) in (2.70) we find
where γ was defined in (3.3) and the amplitude A S is given by
The scalar spectral index n S is defined as
Since H ≃ constant during slow roll inflation and c S is constant for our model, it turns out that at sound horizon exit (a H = c S k) 11) where N is the number of e-folds counted from the end of inflation. Therefore, from (3.8), (3.10), (3.11) we have
Substituting for φ(N) from (3.5) into the above equation gives the elegant and simple result
with n defined in (3.1) and γ defined in (3.3). The running of the spectral index is given by dn
(3.14)
For α = 1, eqn (3.13) reduces to the standard result for large field inflationary models with a canonical kinetic term, namely
Several points need to be noted here:
• Substituting n = 2 in (3.13), which corresponds to V (φ) = 1 2 m 2 φ 2 , we obtain
Surprisingly this result does not depend upon the value of α and so we conclude that the scalar spectral index n S for this potential is identical for canonical and non-canonical Lagrangians of the form (2.13) !
• Substituting n = 4 in (3.13), which corresponds to V (φ) = 1 4 λφ 4 , we obtain
Since γ in (3.3) varies from γ = 2 (α = 1) to γ = 3 (α ≫ 1) we find that the scalar spectral index n S (for N = 60) increases from n S = 0.951 (α = 1) to n S = 0.962 (α ≫ 1); see figure 1.
• Generically, for n > 0 in V (φ) = V 0 φ n , the value of n S asymptotically approaches the constant value
Indeed, from the left panel of figure 1 we see that as α increases the value of n S for the λφ 4 potential with N = 60(70) approaches the value of n S for the m 2 φ 2 potential with the lower value of N = 50(60). Increasing α leads to a decrease in r for m 2 φ 2 and to a simultaneous decrease in r and increase in n S for λφ 4 . As we shall see in figure 3 this allows the λφ 4 potential to agree much better with CMB data than in the canonical case.
Turning now to the tensor power spectrum and substituting V (φ) = V 0 φ n in (2.69) we get
An analytical form for the tensor spectral index 20) can be obtained by substituting φ(N) from (3.5) into (3.19) and using (3.11), it follows that
where γ was defined in (3.3). We now proceed to obtain the tensor-to-scalar ratio
When evaluating r it is important to keep in mind that the expression (3.8) for the scalar power spectrum P S (k) is evaluated at sound horizon exit (aH = c S k) while the corresponding expression (3.19) for the tensor power spectrum is evaluated at horizon exit (aH = k). However, since H ≃ constant during slow roll, and the speed of sound c s does not depend upon time, the value of the field φ at sound horizon exit is approximately the same as at horizon exit [24] . Therefore, substituting (3.8) and (3.19) in (3.22) and using φ(N) from Eq.(3.5) we finally get
From (3.23) and (3.3) we find r = 16 n 4 N + n when α = 1 which is the standard value for canonical scalars. The prefactor (2 α − 1) −1/2 in (3.23) informs us that the value of r decreases as α is increased. In other words, non-canonical models with α > 1 generically give rise to a lower tensor-to-scalar ratio than canonical models, which is one of the central results of this paper and is illustrated in figure 1 . A lower value of r helps in making the λφ 4 potential come into agreement with CMB data, as shown later in this section. Indeed, the right panel of fig. 1 illustrates that, for α > ∼ 3, the value of r for the λφ 4 potential with N = 70 overlaps with the value of r for the m 2 φ 2 potential with N = 50. Using (3.23) and (3.21) one finds the following consistency relation for slow roll inflation with a non-canonical scalar field [24] 
Note that the presence of the sound speed c S in (3.24) causes the consistency relation to differ from the canonical case for which r = −8 n T . Substituting for c S from (2.71) we find
Since α > 1 we find that the value of r for non-canonical models is generically smaller than that for canonical models with identical values of n T . For comparison note that a prominent example of a non-canonical scalar is provided by the tachyon model [25] [26] [27] for which L(X, φ) = −V (φ) √ 1 − 2 X and the speed of sound and equation of state are related through c 2 S = − w. Since w ≃ −1 during slow roll, it follows that c S ≃ 1 for this class of models. Consequently, the consistency relation for slow roll inflation in tachyon models is the same as that for canonical scalar fields, namely r = −8 n T . This is certainly not the case for our model (2.13) since even in the slow roll regime an appropriate choice of the free parameter α can modify the speed of sound and hence the consistency relation (3.24). We therefore conclude that the consistency relation can help differentiate between our non-canonical model (2.13) and standard (slow roll) inflationary models as well as tachyon models. Eqn. (3.25) therefore emerges as a smoking gun test for the inflationary models examined in this paper [24] .
CMB normalization
The scalar power spectrum (3.8) requires to be normalized using CMB observations. This can be done in a straightforward manner by noting that P S (k * ) ≃ 
× 10
−9 , where k * = 0.002 Mpc −1 is the pivot scale [41] . Substituting the solution φ(N) from (3.5) into the expression (3.8) and rearranging, we get for the potential
where γ was defined in (3.3) and N * denotes the number of e-folds from the end of inflation to the pivot scale. The above equation allows one to determine the value of the mass in V (φ) = m 2 φ 2 /2 and that of λ in V (φ) = λφ 4 /4.
• Substituting n = 2 and V 0 = m 2 /2 into (3.26) we obtain for the potential 27) where µ ≡ M/M p and
is the CMB normalized mass associated with canonical inflation, which corresponds to α = 1 in (2.13). Setting N * = 60 in (3.28) results in the standard value • Substituting n = 4 and V 0 = λ/2 into (3.26) we obtain for the potential
is the CMB normalized dimensionless coupling λ associated with canonical inflation. Setting N * = 60 in (3.30) results in the standard value λ 1 = 1.5 × 10 −13 . (Note that λ = λ 1 in (3.29) for canonical values µ = 1 and α = 1.)
Our results for λ are illustrated in figure 2 which contains the following interesting information. For µ < 10 −3 the value of λ grows as α increases. Indeed the growth of λ becomes quite spectacular for smaller values of µ. For instance when µ = 10 −5 , λ grows by over 10 orders of magnitude from its canonical value of λ ∼ 10 −13 for α = 1, to λ ≃ 1 for α = 4. Furthermore figure 1 informs us that for α = 4 the tensor-to-scalar ratio in this model is r ∼ 0.1, which is in good agreement with observations -see fig. 3 . One might also like to note that smaller values of µ ≡ M/M p are more physically appealing since they correspond to sub-Planckian mass scales, with µ ∼ 10 −3 ⇒ M ∼ 10 16 GeV being the energy scale of Inflation. [M and α have been defined in (2.13) for our model.] We therefore come to the conclusion that λφ 4 Inflation, which runs into CMB trouble in the canonical case, reverts back into favor when viewed within a non-canonical setting.
(Similar results have been recently obtained in [42] for an inflationary model with a field derivative coupling to gravity; see also [43] .)
The exponential potential
Another important example of a 'large field' potential is the exponential
A spatially flat universe dominated by a canonical scalar field with this potential expands as a power law a(t) ∝ t q [44] . It is easy to see that in this case the slow roll parameters in (2.18) & (2.23) are constants ε = ε V = 1/q, making a natural exit from inflation impossible. Remarkably this is not the case for non-canonical models for which the slow roll parameter in (2.23) acquires the form
which reduces to ε V = 1/q for α = 1. Clearly for α > 1 the value of ε V can be extremely small if V ≫ M 4 . Thus the slow roll parameter evolves from ε V ≪ 1 initially, to ε V ∼ 1 as φ rolls down its potential and M 4 /V increases 1 . Inflation based on the exponential potential with a non-canonical scalar therefore has a graceful exit ! From (2.28) and (3.32) one can show that in the slow roll regime
Differentiating (3.32) with respect to N and using the above equation, we arrive at the following equation of motion for ε V :
which can be solved to give
Equation (3.34) ensures that when α = 1, ε V is identically constant and to be consistent with the standard result, its value should be q −1 . However, from the solution (3.35), As earlier, N denotes the number of e-folds to the pivot scale at k = 0.002 Mpc −1 , and inner and outer contours correspond to 1σ and 2σ confidence limits obtained using WMAP7, BAO and HST data. Increasing α leads to an increase in n S and a decrease in r. Larger values of α therefore appear to be preferred by observations. it turns out that for α = 1, the slow roll parameter ε V is independent of the value of q and astonishingly the solution does not converge to the standard result (viz. ε V = 1/q) when α is set to unity. As we shall see shortly, in addition to ε V neither n S nor r depend on q, and the reason for this puzzling behavior will be explained at the end of this section.
For the exponential potential, the expression for scalar power spectrum (2.70) reduces to 36) where the amplitude A S is given by
(3.37)
Using Eqs.(3.11) and (3.33), the scalar spectral index (3.10) for the exponential potential turns out to be
Substituting ε V from (3.35) we get
Similarly, using Eqs.(2.67), (3.22) , (3.32) , (3.36) and (3.35), we get the following result for the tensor to scalar ratio
Our results for n S and r are shown together with CMB constraints in figure 4 . We find that for α > 5 the exponential potential can be accommodated by observations.
As mentioned earlier, the expressions for n S and r do not depend on the value of q in (3.31) when α = 1. The reason for this stems from the fact that under the transformation φ → ψ ≡ ( 2/q )φ, the Lagrangian (2.13) with an exponential potential becomes
.
(3.42)
We therefore find that it is possible to absorb the parameter q into a redefinition of the mass M without altering the structure of the kinetic term in the Lagrangian. (This is possible only for α = 1.) As the mass M in the kinetic term does not explicitly influence the value of either n S or r, it is but natural to expect neither of these quantities to dependent on the parameter q in the potential (3.31).
Scalar field oscillations and the equation of state
Non-canonical scalar field models have difficulty in oscillating which could make reheating problematic in this scenario. This can easily be seen from the following argument.
Conventionally, after inflation has ended, the inflaton field commences to oscillate about the minimum of its potential. During any given oscillation the field amplitude is bounded by points where the field trajectory reverses, so thatφ = 0. This usually occurs in regions where V (φ) = 0 and V ′ (φ) = 0. Such oscillations are could be problematic within the non-canonical framework since, according to the field equation (2.17), |φ| → ∞ whenφ = 0 and V ′ (φ) = 0. To resolve this issue, one needs to regularize the field equation so that the value ofφ remains finite even whenφ → 0. With this in mind, we propose a modified version of our model replacing (2.13) by the following 'regularized' Lagrangian:
where β is a dimensionless parameter. The above prescription is tantamount to the addition of a canonical kinetic term to the original Lagrangian in (2.13). From (4.1) one finds that
• In the limit when β → ∞, the Lagrangian L R (X, φ) converges to L(X, φ) defined in (2.13). Therefore, all the results obtained in the preceding sections also follow from L R (X, φ) in the limit when β → ∞.
• When β = 0 or when α = 1, the Lagrangian L R (X, φ) reduces to the standard Lagrangian for the canonical scalar field.
For the modified model (4.1), the equation governing the evolution of the scalar field is given bÿ
The above equation reduces to (2.17) when β → ∞. When β = 0 or α = 1, the equation (4.2) becomes the usual Klein-Gordon equation for the canonical scalar field. In the limit when β ≫ 1, the above equation can be approximated as
where ǫ ≡ (1+β) −1 is an infinitesimally small correction factor when β >> 1. Equation (4.3) is the regularized version of the field equation (2.17) in which ǫ acts as a small correction factor which ensures thatφ remains finite even whenφ → 0 and V ′ (φ) = 0. With this correction in place the scalar field can oscillate about the minimum of its potential once inflation ends.
We now derive an expression for the average of the equation of state parameter for the oscillating scalar field. For the model (4.1), the energy density ρ φ and pressure p φ are given by
Since w φ ≡ p φ /ρ φ , in the limit when β >> 1 one finds
where < > denotes the average over one oscillation cycle. As in the case of standard canonical inflation, we shall assume that the time scale of oscillation is much smaller than the time scale of expansion of the universe. In this limit, the time variation of ρ φ during any one cycle is sufficiently small to permit the approximation
where φ m is the maximum value of the field during a given cycle. Using Eq.(4.4) and the fact that ρ φ ≃ V (φ m ), we find that in the limit β ≫ 1
From Eqs.(4.5) and (4.6) it is straight forward to show that
(4.7) It can be verified that the above expression reduces to the standard result for the canonical scalar field when the parameter α is set to unity (see Eq. (11) of Ref. [45] ).
For chaotic potentials of the form V (φ) = V 0 φ n , one integrates (4.7) to determine
The following points in relation to (4.8) deserve special mention:
1. For α = 1 the above expression reduces to the standard result [45] :
2. For n = 2α, w φ = 0 and therefore the oscillating scalar field cosmologically mimics the dynamics of the pressureless matter (dust). For example, when α = 2, a scalar field oscillating about the minimum of a λφ 4 potential would effectively behave as dust, in stark contrast to the canonical case for which w φ = 1/3.
3. Equation (4.8) can be rewritten as
When w φ = 1/3 the above relation becomes
Since n > 0, the above equation informs us that for the oscillating scalar field to behave as radiation the value of the parameter α in (4.1) must be less than 2.
4. For w φ = −1/3, it follows from equation (4.10) that
From the above equation it is clear that asymptotically when α → ∞, n → 2. Therefore, for the oscillating scalar field to behave as a fluid with w φ < −1/3, the value of n in the potential V (φ) = V 0 φ n must be less than 2.
These features have been illustrated in Fig. 5 . The fact that our new formalism (4.1) permits non-canonical fields to oscillate, and the observation that for sufficiently large values of α the exponential potential provides a plausible inflationary model, allows us to introduce the following inflationary potential
which had been suggested as a dark matter candidate in [46] . The potential (4.13) has the following asymptotic forms:
(4.14)
A non-canonical scalar field rolling down such a potential could initially give rise to inflation following the discussion in section 3.2. Later, when φ dropped to sufficiently small values the scalar field would oscillate, and its mean equation of state would be given by
implying −1/3 < w φ < 0 for α > 1. Whether the standard reheating mechanism will work for such a potential remains an interesting open question.
Conclusions
Focussing on a particular class of non-canonical scalar field models, namely those based on the Lagrangian density (2.13), we have shown that such models provide an attractive setting in which to re-examine Inflation. Our non-canonical inflationary models generically possess a lower tensor-to-scalar ratio and, in some cases, also a higher value of the scalar spectral index as compared to their canonical counterparts. This leads to a better agreement with observations as illustrated by the λφ 4 potential which agrees with CMB data for values of λ as large as λ ∼ O(1).
It is well known that the exponential potential, in the canonical case, gives rise to (eternal) power law inflation and therefore faces a serious 'graceful exit' problem. On examining its non-canonical counterpart we find that inflation for this potential is no longer eternal, and, like its sister potentials V ∝ φ n , the exponential exits the slow-roll regime and therefore does not face a graceful exit problem. Furthermore it turns out that the tensor-to-scalar ratio is smaller for the exponential than in the canonical case, leading to better agreement with observations.
We also find that, under certain conditions, the inverse power law potential and other steep potentials commonly associated with dark energy in the canonical case, can source inflation for non-canonical fields. This considerably broadens the class of potentials used for inflationary model building and could open up the possibility of constructing models of Quintessential-Inflation in the non-canonical setting. Whether steep potential will satisfy the stringent constraints on {r, n S } imposed by the CMB will form the subject of a future investigation.
Our study in section 4 has shown that non-canonical scalar fields have difficulty in oscillating. Since oscillations are an integral part of preheating scenario's [18, [47] [48] [49] this difficulty could prove calamitous for inflationary models in the non-canonical setting. The addition of a canonical kinetic term resolves this issue as shown in section 4; also see [50] .
To summarize, we have shown in the context of large field models, that inflation becomes easier to realize if one generalizes the scalar field Lagrangian to accommodate non-canonical scalars. (Similar results have been obtained for an affiliated class of models in [51] .) Our treatment in this paper has been quite general and should be straightforward to generalize to small field inflationary models. Whether the positive features of large field models carry over to small field ones remains an open question requiring further examination. Non-canonical scalar fields violate the consistency relation r = −8n T , which emerges as a smoking gun test for this class of models. Another test could be the extent of non-Gaussianity in the perturbation spectrum which we shall revert to in a future work.
After this paper was completed we became aware of [52] containing results which partially overlapped with ours. (A.6) Therefore, although the potential in (A.5) is steep for s > 0, the structure of the kinetic term is different from that in (2.13). It is therefore important to note that the steep potentials discussed in this paper are considered in the context of a given form of the kinetic term, namely the one described by (2.13).
A Field redefinitions

